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Outline of today’s lecture

The shareholder income tax (Sørensen)
I Used in Norway 2006–today, known as aksjonærmodellen
I Motivation: distribution
I Motivation: problems with separation of labor and capital income
I Neutrality properties
I Criticism of Sørensen (by Lindhe and Södersten)

Other reform proposals, currently discussed in the US, the EU, Norway
I Comprehensive Business Income Tax (CBIT)
I Allowance for Corporate Equity (ACE)

Analysis of CBIT and ACE (de Mooij and Devereux)
I Simulation model with multinational companies
I Includes possibilities for income shifting (what is this?)
I Various measures of tax effects, distortions

Briefly on Swedish and Norwegian commission reports 2014
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The shareholder income tax: Background and main ideas

Dual income tax in Norway 1992–2005 taxed all capital income at 28%

Two problems related to difference between 28% and top labor income tax rate
I Tempting for self employed and small firms to classify labor income as profits
I Distributional consequence: Low tax on wealthy owners of capital
I Wealth tax could partly compensate for the low capital income tax

If all personal capital income instead had been taxed at, e.g., 48%
I one would repair some of the distributional and separation problems
I but one would also destroy the neutrality vis-a-vis retained profits

If also CIT had a rate of, e.g., 48%, this would reduce investments

Solution: Higher tax on rates of return above the marginal one

Keep same tax as before, 28%, on marginal (rate of) return

To achieve this: Introduce additional tax on return above “normal”

Rate of return allowance (RRA) ≈ i(1 − tI ), where i is the rate of return on
government bonds and tI is the personal tax rate for interest income

Investment project with return less than RRA will not pay extra tax

Investment project with higher return will pay extra only on excess

Same idea as 50% special tax on rents in petroleum extraction

In petroleum: Particularly high rents because licences given for free
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Implementation at shareholder level

Extra tax on excess return could be levied at corporate level

This is done in petroleum sector

If levied at corporate level, the excess return deduction would be calculated from the
value of capital invested, minus depreciation, in each corporation

But instead extra tax is levied at shareholder level

(Open economy: What about returns from Norway to abroad? And vice versa?)

Excess return deduction calculated from purchase value of shares

When rate of return exceeds government bond rate, tax the excess

Excess is then included in basis for personal flat capital income tax

Will not go into formal proof of neutrality; sufficient to understand:
I Projects that give returns below RRA will not add to tax base
I To the extent that return exceeds RRA, project will add to tax base (and tax)

When tB = tI = 0.28, total marginal tax rate on excess return is
tB + tI (1 − tB ) = 0.4816; jumps from 0.28 to 0.4816 when threshold passed

Both rates lowered to 0.27 (2014), 0.25 (2016), so combined rate now 0.4375

Rate (0.4816 or 0.4375) not very different from top marginal rate on labor income

Removes much of incentive to shift labor income into capital income

Special rules to prevent shifting (delingsmodellen) were thus removed in 2006
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Criticism of Sørensen by Lindhe and Södersten

(We skip uncertainty, i.e., sect. 5 in L&S, as well as sect. 4.3 in Sørensen)
Lindhe and Södersten agree with Sørensen that in closed economies,

I the shareholder income tax gives a cost of capital equal to i (where cost of capital
means required rate of return on projects before CIT, and i is market interest rate)

I the tax gives no lock-in and is neutral w.r.t. holding period

But they point out that Norway is an open economy, with important implications

Foreign shareholders will not take advantage of RRA in Norwegian personal tax
Typically, they require a rate of return after CIT equal to i

I At bottom of p. 432, “the before-tax return is equal to the market interest rate, i ;” the
text reveals that this means return after corporate taxes, but before personal taxes

I Reason could be that (some) foreign shareholders will not pay taxes at all
F For such shareholders, the alternative rate of return is i , not i(1− tI )

I Another reason: Foreign shareholders could pay same tax on interest and dividends
F Then after-personal-tax return is i(1− tI ) on both; ⇒ i before personal tax

I L&S assume market valuation of shares in Norwegian companies will reflect this
I Underlying assumption: Both types of shareholders have required rates of return based

on the same market interest rate, i , and all differences between them result from taxes
I If Norwegian shareholders have more deductions, they put higher value on shares
I No equilibrium with both types of shareholders in model with full certainty
I Only in model with uncertainty can Lindhe and Södersten find equilibrium

Capitalization (of rents, tax deductions, etc.) under full certainty means:
I Returns required (here: by foreigners) determine equilibrium returns on shares
I Undertaking a project with above-required return gives share price increase
I Thereafter the rate of return is again equal to that required (by foreigners)
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Lock-in, holding period neutrality, asymmetries

Some concepts that are mentioned in curriculum, that you should know

Tax systems may give incentives for firms and/or persons to hold onto capital

This is a distortion, and may be unfortunate if, e.g.,
I The firm does not have good project opportunities, while other firms have
I The person could use the capital better for other purposes than the current

Trapped equity is an example of a lock-in effect in firms
I Trapped equity reduces (before-tax) cost of capital for retained earnings
I Unfortunate if other firms, without retained earnings, have better projects

Capital gains tax upon realization is example of lock-in with persons
I Suppose some shares increase a lot in value after you bought them
I Suppose that after the increase, you expect modest return ≈ interest rate
I If keep on to shares, you postpone tax payment, save in present value terms
I Distortion if you would have liked to invest in something else, or consume

Asymmetry will often lead to distortions in taxation of firms

One example is asymmetric treatment of positive and negative tax bases
I If the tax base (e.g., profits) is positive, a tax is paid
I If negative, no refund (“negative tax”) is given; perhaps carry-forward
I Carry-forward is typically without interest accumulation; implies lower PV

Another ex. is taxation of financial income, but restricted deduction when < 0
I Incentive to merge firm with positive financial income and firm with negative
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Current discussion on reform proposals (de Mooij and Devereux)

Reform proposals discussed since 1991 in the OECD, the EU, the USA, . . .
I In Norway, government expert commission 2013–2014 (Scheel-utvalget)

Internationally, two main proposals known as
I Allowance for corporate equity (ACE) (proposed by UK experts 1991 and 2010)
I Comprehensive business income tax (CBIT) (proposed by US govt. 1992)

(Discussion that follows takes classical system as point of departure:)

Intention of ACE is to tax only the excess return (> i) at the corporate level
I Achieved by an exemption for normal rate of return to equity in CIT
I Somewhat similar to k = 0 in our discussion of Sandmo’s model

F Independently of the actual fractions of debt and equity financing
F Minor difference: Deduct actual interest costs, but stipulated equity return

I Approximately equal treatment of debt and equity at corporate level
F Except tax on above-normal return, which is return to equity

Intention of CBIT is to tax total return at the corporate level
I Achieved by removing the deductibility of interest costs in CIT
I Similar to k = 1 in our discussion of Sandmo’s model

F Independently of the actual fractions of debt and equity financing

I Equal treatment of debt and equity at corporate level

ACE and CBIT will in most countries be combined with classical taxation of
personal capital income; interest income and dividend income taxed equally
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Comparison of five systems; globalization

Classic Norw 92–05 Norw 06– ACE CBIT
crp prs crp prs crp prs crp prs crp prs

Normal rate of return tB tI tB 0 tB 0 0 tI ? tB tI ?
Above-normal r.o.r. tB tI tB 0 tB tI tB tI ? tB tI ?
Interest on debt 0 tI 0 tI 0 tI 0 tI ? tB tI ?

Table shows tax rates at corporate and personal level on return to equity below and
above threshold (known as RRA or ACE), when paid out as dividends; also to debt

When there are taxes at both levels, combined rate is tB + tI (1 − tB )

Clearly, tB and tI rates may differ between these systems, and between countries

In particular, for revenue neutrality, ACE tax rate on above-normal return must be
higher than CBIT tax rate on total return, since CBIT base is much larger

ACE and CBIT may be combined with different types of taxes at personal level, so
the “tI ?” suggested in these cells is only tentative

Both Norwegian systems (92–05 and 06–now) differentiate at personal level, but:
I Globalization: shareholders, lenders and corporations are in different countries
I Difficult then to obtain neutrality by taxing the three types of return differently at

personal level; this is argument for choosing either ACE or CBIT
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Current reform proposals in Sweden and Norway

In both countries, public tax commissions proposed reforms in 2014
I Sweden: Företagsskattekommittén, SOU 2014:40, June
I Norway: Skatteutvalget, NOU 2014:13, December (“Scheel-utvalget”)

Both concerned about issues discussed above (pp. 7–8), but conclude differently

Observed downward trends in CIT (marginal, average, statutory) tax rates in OECD

Thus pressure to reduce tax rates, since mobile activities may be moved abroad

In Sweden, proposal of reduced statutory rate from 22% to 16.5%
I Emphasis on equal treatment of debt and equity; choice is between ACE and CBIT
I CBIT is proposed, to keep statutory tax rate low, to prevent transfer problems
I CBIT gives no deductions for debt interest, should also not tax interest income
I Instead, asymmetry is proposed: Tax net financial income if and only if > 0
I Incentive for merging firms with positive and negative net financial incomes

In Norway, proposal of reduced statutory rate from 27% to 20%
I Rejects Swedish proposal; asymmetric CBIT assumed to have strong negative effects
I Aim that all return to capital should be taxed somewhere:

F Normal return to equity at company level; excess return to equity at personal level
F Return to debt in hands of those who receive interest income

I Conclude current system is preferred, even when asymmetry at personal level only
works domestically

Propose to maintain RRA at personal level and raise tax rate on personal income
from firms, exceeding RRA, from 27 to 37%, tB + tI (1 − tB ) goes from
0.27 + 0.27(1 − 0.27) = 0.4671 to 0.20 + 0.37(1 − 0.20) = 0.4960
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Statutory CIT rates, Nordic countries and OECD

19	  	  

6. Corporate	  income	  tax	  rates	  and	  revenues	  
The	   corporate	   income	   tax	   rates	   (CIT-‐rates)	   have	   decreased	   steadily	   throughout	   the	   OECD	  

area	  the	   last	  20-‐30	  years.	  Figure	  2	  shows	  the	  development	  of	  corporate	  tax	  rates	   in	  OECD	  

and	   in	   the	  Nordic	   countries	   since	  1988.	   The	   reduction	   in	  CIT-‐rates	   in	   the	  Nordic	   countries	  

due	  to	  the	  comprehensive	  tax	  reforms	  in	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  nineties	  is	  clearly	  visible	  in	  the	  

figure.	  The	  CIT-‐rates	  in	  Norway,	  Sweden	  and	  Finland	  have	  been	  more	  or	  less	  stable	  after	  the	  

reforms,	   while	   the	   rate	   in	   Denmark	   has	   followed	   the	   OECD	   average	   quite	   closely.	   All	   the	  

Nordic	   countries	   except	   Iceland	   have	   recently	   reduced	   the	   CIT-‐rates,	   and	   Denmark	   has	  

announced	  further	  reductions	  down	  to	  22	  per	  cent	   in	  2016	  according	  to	  the	  "Growth	  Plan	  

DK".	   This	   reform	   in	   Denmark	   is	   not	   financed	   by	   broadening	   the	   corporate	   tax	   base,	   but	  

through	   a	   reduction	   of	   public	   spending.	   The	   argument	   for	   this	   is	   primarily	   to	   stimulate	  

growth	  and	   investments,	  but	   it	   is	  also	   interesting	   that	   the	  Danish	   report	  mention	   that	   the	  

potential	   for	   further	  base	  broadening	   is	   limited	  due	  to	  earlier	  base	  broadening	  reforms.	   In	  

Iceland	   the	  CIT-‐rate	  dropped	  substantially	   in	  2001	   from	  30	  per	  cent	   to	  18	  per	  cent.	   In	   the	  

wake	  of	   the	   financial	   crisis	   in	   Iceland	   in	  2008	   the	  corporate	   (and	  capital)	   income	   tax	   rates	  

increased.	  	  

Figure	  2:	  Corporate	  income	  tax	  rates.	  OECD	  average	  (unweighted)	  and	  the	  Nordic	  countries.	  
1988-‐2014
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CIT revenue as share of GDP, Nordic and OECD
20	  	  

Figure	  3:	  Corporate	  tax	  revenues	  as	  a	  share	  of	  GDP.	  OECD	  average	  (unweighted)	  and	  the	  
Nordic	  countries.	  1990-‐2012	  

	  

Figure	  3	  shows	  corporate	  tax	  revenues	  as	  a	  share	  of	  GDP	  for	  OECD	  and	  for	  the	  Nordic	  

countries.	   The	   data	   for	   Norway	   shows	   mainland	   corporate	   tax	   revenues	   as	   a	   share	   of	  

mainland	  GDP,	  excluding	  the	  petroleum	  industry.	  

Considering	  the	  reduction	  of	  statutory	  CIT-‐rates,	  the	  tax	  revenues	  from	  corporations	  

have	  been	  remarkably	  stable.	  Not	  even	  the	  drop	  in	  the	  CIT-‐rate	  from	  30	  per	  cent	  to	  18	  per	  

cent	   in	   Iceland	   in	   2002	   had	   a	   significant	   impact	   on	   the	   tax	   revenues	   (rather	   the	   opposite	  

considering	  the	  tremendous	  growth	  in	  tax	  revenues	  between	  2004	  the	  economic	  collapse	  in	  

2008).	  From	  1990	  to	  the	  financial	  crisis	  in	  2008,	  all	  countries	  experienced	  a	  steady	  increase	  

in	  corporate	  tax	  revenues	  (Finland	  peaked	  in	  2000	  though).	  The	  most	  plausible	  explanation	  

for	  this	  is	  that	  tax	  rate	  reductions	  have	  been	  accompanied	  by	  tax	  base	  broadening	  to	  finance	  

the	  reforms.	  Bringing	  taxable	  profits	  closer	  to	  real	  profits	  increases	  the	  share	  of	  tax	  revenues	  

to	  GDP.	  	  

Tax-‐cut-‐cum-‐base-‐broadening	   types	   of	   reforms	   are	   also	   likely	   to	   improve	   resource	  

allocation,	  as	   the	  efficiency	  of	   the	   tax	   system	   improves	  and	   thereby	   further	   strengthening	  

the	  tax	  base.	  There	  is	  reason	  to	  believe	  that	  at	   least	  some	  of	  the	  increase	  in	  corporate	  tax	  
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Simulation model to analyze tax changes (de Mooij and Devereux)

Theoretical analysis may show neutrality of taxes, or wedges in rates of return

If we specify production functions, may find distortions as ∆f or ∆PV

But need general equilibrium model to predict quantified, total distortions

Must take into account that a tax reform may affect all prices and quantities

Comparison could be with a situation without taxes (domestically or globally)

More typically, want to analyze reform(s) compared with today’s situation

Will often want comparison of revenue neutral reform(s)
I Revenue neutrality: total tax revenue to government is same before and after reform(s)
I Adjust one or more tax rates to achieve this
I Example: ACE tax rates must exceed CBIT tax rates, since ACE tax base is smaller
I Could also adjust other tax(es) (e.g., the VAT) to obtain revenue neutrality
I Or, could compare with lump-sum taxes or transfers; theoretically interesting
I Lump-sum gives no distortion, so allows analysis of distortion from tax in isolation

Simulation model also allows introduction of non-standard mechanisms

de Mooij and Devereux introduce possibility for “profit shifting”

Has worried economists and others for long time, recent interest cf. Starbucks, etc.

To include such mechanisms in general equilibrium model has not been common
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Simulation model, contd., some details

Model includes 27 EU countries and USA and Japan; two periods (each = 40 yrs.)

Four types of agents:
I Households choose labor supply and savings
I 29 domestic firms, one in each country, profit maximizing
I 29 multinational firms, one headquarter in each country, each with 28 subsidiaries
I 29 governments whose choices are exogenous in the model

In each country, one domestic and one multinational firm are owned domestically

Labor immobile internationally, but capital perfectly mobile

Some effort into modeling of firm’s choice between debt and equity finance
I Distortions of this choice (too much debt) is main concern in introduction
I Also a prominent concern in proposal from Swedish commission 2014
I Basic models of profit-maximizing firms will predict only debt or only equity
I Theory: Corner solution chosen based on what is most leniently taxed
I Under classical system, this would be debt, since dividends are doubly taxed
I But in practice, firms choose to have some equity and (often) some debt
I With only debt, a firm would very easily go bankrupt in a downturn
I To get an interior solution (both equity and debt), must model extra cost of debt
I Assume extra “bankruptcy cost” is convex in (relative) amount of debt

Some effort also into modeling location choices for subsidiaries, depend on taxes

Model relies on detailed empirical data for all 29 countries, 9 mill. companies

Actual tax systems as starting point, excludes 4 of 29 countries because unusual
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Simulation model, contd., more on income shifting

Three types of income shifting (manipulation of tax bases) are mentioned
I Shifting of profits through transfer pricing within each multinational, quantified
I Shifting of profits by manipulating debt financing, acknowledged fn. 4, but ignored
I Shifting between labor income and capital income, acknowledged p. 106, but ignored

Transfer pricing means manipulating prices for trades within the multinational
I When CIT rates are higher in one country, the multinational moves profits away
I Reports low product prices when subsidiary in high-tax country sells to subsidiary in

low-tax country
I Reports high factor prices when subsidiary in high-tax country buys from subsidiary in

low-tax country
I Prohibited by laws and international tax treaties, but difficult to detect
I In model: Transfer pricing limited by convex concealment costs
I Reporting a price different from market price has a cost, convex in difference
I Model includes transfer pricing between the 29 countries, as well as tax haven

Tax saving from transfer pricing depends on statutory tax differentials, tB1 − tB2

(Effective tax rates are irrelevant at this point; statutory rates are the relevant ones)

In model, distinguish between unilateral and coordinated tax reforms

For unilateral, transfer pricing limits what revenue can be earned from high tB

For coordinated tax reform, existence of tax haven imposes similar limit
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Simulation model, categories of reforms, measures of outcomes

Reforms either unilateral (sect. 4) or coordinated in EU (sect. 5)

Reforms revenue neutral for each country, changing other taxes, alternatively:
I Change lump-sum transfers (sect. 4.1)
I Change consumption tax (VAT) (sect. 4.2)
I Change rate of CIT up (for ACE) or down (for CBIT) (sects. 4.3 and 5)
I Only the third type (change CIT rate) is considered for the coordinated case

Effects are measured along several dimensions
I “CIT rate”, “debt share”, “cost of capital”, “wage”, “investment”, “employment”,

“GDP”, “welfare”
I Of these, “GDP” and “welfare” are typically viewed as targets of policy
I “Employment” could also be target, but model has no involuntary unemployment
I “Investment” could perhaps be target if indication of future growth
I “Welfare (%∆ in GDP)” (see sect. 3.5) is measured as compensating variation (see

Cowell, sect. 4.6), but with a sign change; a positive measure means the reform
increases welfare

I GDP may increase, but welfare decrease, if leisure is reduced

Conclusion: A coordinated ACE reform would improve welfare in most of EU

But a unilateral, revenue neutral ACE reform would reduce welfare

A unilateral, revenue neutral CBIT reform would increase welfare
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